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Hypnosis Client Intake Form 

Please fill out the form below by placing your responses in the boxes. After filling in each box, 
use the ‘Tab’ key to move to the next box.  Do NOT use the ‘Enter’ key on your keyboard.  
When complete send this back as an attachment. 

First Name:  ___________________________   Last Name: __________________________ 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________ 

City:  ________________________   State/Province:  ____________   Postal Code: ______

Country:  ___________________________    

Title:   ______________________________   Mobile Phone:  __________________________ 

Occupation:  ________________________   E-mail: _________________________________ 

Birthday:  ___________________________   Marital Status:  __________________________ 

Spouse’s Name:  _____________________ Referred By:  _____________________________ 

Children’s Names:  ___________________________________________________________    

Your Goals: 
What are the 3 biggest changes you want to make in your life in the next 3 months? 

1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3.. ___________________________________________________________________

What are the 3 biggest changes you want to make in your life over the next 3 years? 
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________

What are you most wanting to achieve? 

And do you feel ready for it? 

Your History: 
What would you say have been your 3 greatest accomplishments to date? 
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________

Who are or have been your major role models?  __________________________ 
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List any medications: 

Have you worked with a Hypnotist before or been in a similar one-on-one adult relationship? 
(Example: tennis coach, piano teacher, therapist) 

If yes, what worked well: 

What did not work well: 

What major transitions have you had in the past two years?  
(Example: entering or approaching a new decade, new relationship, new job, new role, new 
residence, change in children’s ages/stages, etc.) 

Improvements: 
List improvements you would like to make in the following areas 

Family/Home Life:  

Financial situation:  

Career/Business Life: 

Personal Character: 

Relationships: 

Leisure time: 

Self-care: 

Learning: 

Your Life: 
Who are the key people in your life and what do they provide for you? 

Is your life one of your choosing?
If not, which parts are being chosen for you?
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What is your favorite part of your typical day? 

What is your least favorite part of your typical day?

Looking at the past six months of your life, do you like the direction your life is moving in? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, 10 high, rate the amount of stress in your life right now

What are your primary stressors?

List 3 things that you are tolerating or putting up with in your life at present.  (Examples:  information 
you can’t find, clutter, rude friends, poor lighting, tight shoes, dented car, job dissatisfaction, dead 
plants, broken equipment, old appliances, etc.) 
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________

Yourself: 
List 3 adjectives that describe you at your best: 
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________

List 3 adjectives that describe you at your worst: 
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________

What are your 3 major concerns/fears about yourself? 
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________

What are your 3 major concerns/fears about life? 
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________

What motivates you?  

lee
Cross-Out
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What are you learning/accepting about yourself at present?

What is a dream or goal you have given up on? 

What is your favorite color? 

List your 3 favorite places in order of preference: 
1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________

On a vacation, do you prefer excitement or relaxation? 

* Excitement    * Relaxation

Do you know if you are audio, visual, and/or kinesthetic? 

Why are you seeking Hypnotherapy?

Please list any allergies you have to food, environment, and medications:  

Do you follow any religious or meditative practices? (If so, please describe) 

Please check anything that pertains to you 
Career/job:    * Unemployed * Dislike job         * Overwhelmed by job

*Want a career/job change

* Co-workers * Employees * Boss/Manager

* Not challenged at job

Problems with:

* Desire income increase          By what month/year?

Health: Exercise:          * Min. per week

*Weight problems * Overeating * Eating too little

* Unhealthy food choices * Emotional eater

* Eating out of boredom

* Taking Supplements

* Min. per day

* Desired loss/gain

* Desire to eat healthier

* Lap Band surgery   –  If Yes, date of surgery:

* High Blood Pressure
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* Allergies:   Allergy Symptoms: 

* Physical pain Areas of your body which are bothering you:

* Menopause Difficulties    * Difficult Menses    * Other Female Issues

* Desire More Sex* Sexual Difficulties

    Often Sick * Poor Vision * Poor Memory * Low energy

Trouble with: * Falling to sleep * Staying asleep * Getting out of bed

Alcohol: * Drink too much         * Drink too often
Drug: Type of drug(s):   How often? 
Smoking:     * Yes       * No   Amount:                                      Want to quit?   * Yes       * No

Mental/Emotional: * Unwanted Emotions     * Apathy     * Anxiety     * Depression     * Sad

* Suicidal Thoughts    * Guilt     * Shame     * ADD/ADHD     * Low self-esteem/confidence

* Easily influenced * Awkward * Difficulty relaxing * Bad dreams

* Quick to anger * Violent * Verbally abusive *Too critical of others

* Trust issues * Poor communication * Frequent crying * Need more fun

Feelings of being:         * Different * Shy * Pessimistic * Public speaking issues

* Lacking Motivation to Exercise

Other Mental/Emotional Issues: 
Fears/phobias: 

* Grieving          Date of death or event:  
    Who passed or what was the event:  

* Divorce/relationship ending * Unhappy marriage * Lonely

* Difficulty making friends * Legal problems

* Aging too fast       * Spiritual Issues       * Need more goals      * Desire a higher purpose

Trouble with:   * Children * Family         * Friends

* No time to relax * Other’s expectations are unreasonable

* Afraid to take risks      * Blame others      * Lack motivation      * Trouble making decisions

* Too much spare time * Poor organization

* Desire relationship

* Lack of imagination

* Quarreling at home

* Lack of skills/education
Procrastination Poor concentration

* Trouble with reading * Trouble with studying

  How often? 
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Cassandra’s Guided Visions  

 
 
 

All information will be kept in strictest confidence. 
 
 
 
 
RELEASE STATEMENT:  I,____________________________, hereby authorize 

Cassandra Zyxnfryx, of Cassandra’s Guided Visions at Sense of Balance, to 

hypnotize me for the purpose outlined in this intake form and for future purposes that 

I may request.  I understand that the success of my hypnosis therapy depends 

greatly on my own ability to relax and desire to affect change in myself.  I understand 

that because the results of my sessions depend greatly upon my own serious 

participation, and that Cassandra cannot offer any guarantee of the success of my 

treatment.  I am aware however that Cassandra will do everything in her power to 

ensure my success.  I understand that missed appointments will be fully chargeable 

to me at regular rates.  If a 24-hour notice is given for cancellation there will be no 

charge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature ________________________________   Date  _______________  
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